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A passion passed down for
generations, on the hills of

Pressano (TN)
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1751

A story beginning in

followed by granpa Rinaldo and our dad
Paolo, the company Cesconi has been
passed down from one generation to the
next. Together with this precious
inheritence we have received the passion
for the vineyard, for the wine and, most of
all, for our Territory. 

A A Territory that we strongly want to
preserve with the values our family really
believe in. 
Healthly plants in a healthy environment
inspired us to choose a biological
agriculture, discarding agrochemicals
from our work.
Haste is not a good helper, so we choose
to keep calm, and dedicate time to our
vineyard, about 700 hours per hectar, in
order to carefully follow the different
stages of its growth.

We do believe in teamwork, and for that
reason we are members of Fivi and
Vignaioli del Trentino.

Since the 800s, when our
great grandfather
Bernardino sold Nosiola
wine as far as Innsbruck,
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Lives intertwined, in
wine and vineyard...

Our cellar is based in Pressano (TN),
inside 10 hectares between 300 and 500
m asl. The medium soil texture is fertile
and characterized by a remarkable
richness in minerals. The climate is
continental, with strong temperature
variations between day and night. These
conditions are ideal for grapes with great
character and therefore for structured,
marked and defined wines.

Our vineyards grow within
the Pressano hills and Valle
dei Laghi, in the province
of Trento.

A valley formed by glaciers, Valle dei
Laghi has a sub Mediterranean climate,
thanks to the closeness of Lake Garda.
In the Pivier vineyard, where our Merlot
and Cabernet Franc grow, the soil is rich
in clay and silt.
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Biodiversity, first!

We have deep roots in the biological
world, starting from 2009, when we
decided to convert vineyard and cellar
production to organic. In 2013 we got the
organic certification.
Two were the reasons for this choice.
First, with organic farming we commit to
the health of our work environment and
product.

As far as it concerns the wine, we believe
the biological way permits us to have very
expressive wines, tied to our vineyard and
the vintage.

Our wines are "sons" of
Territory and vintage



TRENTINO DOC 2021

GRAPES, Gewürztraminer 100%
VINEYARD, Hills of Pressano at 500 m asl
SOIL, sedimentary soils with layers of compact sandstone, knows as Werfen
formation originated 260 million of years ago
VINIFICATION AND AGING, stainless steel on fine lees for 9 months
PRODUCTION, 8.000 bottles depending on the vintage

KREUZER

VIGNETI DELLE DOLOMITI IGT 2020

GRAPES, Manzoni Bianco 100%
VINEYARD, Prabi vineyard in Valle dei Laghi
SOIL, alluvial sandy soil
VINIFICATION, few days of maceration until the cap formation, fermentation in
steel tank and large acacia barrels
AGING, on fine lees in large acacia barrels for 9 months
PRODUCTION, 10/15.000 bottles depending on the vintage

VIGNETI DELLE DOLOMITI IGT 2019

GRAPES, Merlot, Lagrein, Teroldego, Cabernet
VINEYARD, Pressano and Valle dei Laghi
SOIL, sedimentary soils with layers of compact sandstone, knows as Werfen
formation originated 260 minion years ago
VINIFICATION , prefermentative maceration, fermentation in steel tank
AGING, in large barrels on fine lees for 9 months
PRODUCTION, 10.000 bottles depending on the vintage

VIGNETI DELLE DOLOMITI IGT 2020

GRAPES, Nosiola 100%
VINEYARD, Hills of Pressano at 500 m asl
SOIL, Dolomite Rock
VINIFICATION, few days of maceration, fermentation in steel tank and large
acacia barrels
AGING, on fine lees in large acacia barrels
PRODUCTION, 10.000 bottles depending on the vintage

VIGNETI DELLE DOLOMITI IGT 2021

GRAPES, Pinot grigio 100%
VINEYARD, Hills of Pressano at 500 m asl
SOIL, sedimentary soils with layers of compact sandstone, knows as Werfen
formation originated 260 minion years ago
VINIFICATION , prefermentative maceration, fermentation in steel tank
AGING, in large barrels on fine lees for 9 months
PRODUCTION, 10,000 bottles depending on the vintage

GEWÜRZTRAMINER

MANZONI BIANCO

MORATEL

NOSIOLA

PINOT GRIGIO
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https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/gewurztraminer/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/pinot-grigio/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/nosiola/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/manzoni-bianco/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/moratel/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/gewurztraminer/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/manzoni-bianco/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/moratel/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/nosiola/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/pinot-grigio/


GRAPES, Chardonnay Pinot Blanc, Pinot Noir
VINEYARD, hills of Pressano, old pergolas system
SOIL, Werfen sandstone with chalk and limestone
VINIFICATION, soft pressing with 55% yield, fermentation in used barriques and
stainless steel tank, malolactic fermentation.
AFTER TIRAGE, 36 months aging
DOSAGE, Extra Brut 
PRODUCTION, 15.000 bottles depending on the vintage

BLAUWAL

GRAPES, Chardonnay 
VINEYARD, different part in the hills of Pressano, 30 old pergolas system
SOIL, Werfen sandstone with chalk and limestone
VINIFICATION, soft pressing with 55% yield, fermentation in used barriques,
malolactic fermentation.
AFTER TIRAGE, at least 70 months aging
DOSAGE, Pas Dosé
PRODUCTION, 1.500 bottles

GRAPES, Pinot Noir
VINEYARD, different part in the hills of Pressano, 30 old pergolas system
SOIL, Werfen sandstone with chalk and limestone
VINIFICATION, soft pressing with 55%-60% yield, fermentation in used
barriques, malolactic fermentation
AFTER TIRAGE, 30 months aging
DOSAGE, Extra Brut
PRODUCTION, 1.500 bottles

GRAPES, Chardonnay 100%
VINEYARD, single vineyard in Pressano, old pergolas system
SOIL, Werfen sandstone with chalk and limestone
VINIFICATION, soft pressing with 50% yield, fermentation in used barriques and
malolactic fermentation
AFTER TIRAGE, 84 months aging
DOSAGE, Extra Brut 
PRODUCTION, 6.000 bottles depending on the vintage

GRAPES, Chardonnay 100%
VINEYARD, a single vineyard in the hills of Pressano, 45 old pergolas system
SOIL, Werfen sandstone with chalk and limestone
VINIFICATION, soft pressing with 50% yield, fermentation in used barriques,
malolactic fermentation
AFTER TIRAGE, 120 months aging
DOSAGE, Extra Brut
PRODUCTION, 720 bottlespag. 8

BLAUWAL
TRENTODOC - EXTRABRUT

BLAUWAL 
TRENTODOC - NATURE

BLAUWAL ROSE'
TRENTODOC - EXTRABRUT

DER BLAUWAL
TRENTODOC RISERVA 2013 - EXTRABRUT

DER BLAUWAL A.P.
TRENTODOC RISERVA 2010 - EXTRABRUT

https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/blauwal-cuvee-extra-brut-trento-doc/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/der-blauwal-riserva-2011-trento-doc-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/blauwal-cuvee-extra-brut-trento-doc/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/blauwal-cuvee-extra-brut-trento-doc/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/der-blauwal-riserva-2011-trento-doc-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/der-blauwal-riserva-2011-trento-doc-2/


GRAPES, Pinot Grigio 100%
VINEYARD, single plot in Pressano
SOIL, sedimentary soils with layers of compact sandstone, known as Werfen
formation originated 260 million years ago
VINIFICATION, pre-fermentative maceration for a portion of grapes,
fermentation in stainless still and barrique
AGING, in barrique for one year
PRODUCTION, 2.000 bottles depending on the vintage

CRU

GRAPES, Chardonnay 100%
VINEYARD, on the hills north of Pressano, slightly north facing
SOIL, sandstone bedrock (Pletter), with chalk layers. Red rich and deep soil
VINIFICATION, pre-fermentative maceration of hand-picked grapes during the
night before pressing. The must without any additions, is left 12 hours in
decantation before fermentation 
PRODUCTION, 2.000 bottles 

GRAPES, Cabernet Franc 100%
VINEYARD, Pivier vine, a single plot close to Ceniga (near Garda Lake)
SOIL, morainic, rich in yellow clay and silt
VINIFICATION, wild fermentation in open tank, aging 12 months in tonneaux, 12
months in barrique, 12 months in bottle
PRODUCTION, 1.800 bottles in 2019

GRAPES, Pinot Bianco, Pinot Grigio, Chardonnay
VINEYARD, hills of Pressano
SOIL, sedimentary soils with layers of compact sandstone, known as Werfen
formation originated 260 million years ago
VINIFICATION, prefermentative maceration, fermentation in steel tank
AGING, fermentation in large bareles, aging in used bariques
PRODUCTION, 8.000 bottles depending on the vintage

GRAPES, Merlot 100%
VINEYARD, single vineyard in Valle dei Laghi
SOIL, morenic origin, with silt and clay
VINIFICATION, spontaneus fermentation in open large wooden barrel
AGING, in barrique for 1 year and further 6 months in large barrel
PRODUCTION, 10.000 bottles depending on the vintage
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PRIMIERE
PINOT GRIGIO RISERVA - TRENTINO DOC 2019

FRANC
CABERNET FRANC RISERVA - TRENTINO DOC 2019

OLIVAR
CHARDONNAY/PINOT BIANCO /PINOT GRIGIO - VIGNETI DELLE DOLOMITI 2019

PIVIER
MERLOT - VIGNETI DELLE DOLOMITI IGT 2016

GARLI
CHARDONNAY RISERVA - TRENTINO DOC 2019

https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/olivar-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/primiere/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/pivier/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/franc-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/primiere/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/primiere/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/franc-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/franc-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/olivar-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/olivar-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/pivier/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/pivier/


CRU - TAPPO STELVIN

GRAPES, Lagrein 100%
VINEYARD, single vineyard of 1,5 he in Pressano
SOIL, sedimentary soils with layers of compact sandstone, known as Werfen
formation originated 260 million years ago
VINIFICATION, spontaneus fermentation in concrete tank
AGING, aging of 12 months mostly in concrete and a tiny part in old barrique
PRODUCTION, 10.000 bottles depending on the vintage

GRAPES, Sauvignon Blanc 100%
VINEYARD, single plot in Pressano
SOIL, sedimentary soils with layers of compact sandstone, known as Werfen
formation originated 260 million years ago
VINIFICATION, maceration with whole bunches, spontaneous fermentation in
steel tank and used barriques
AGING, in old barriques for one year
PRODUCTION, 1.000 bottles depending on the vintage

GRAPES, Pinot Bianco, Pinot Grigio, Chardonnay
VINEYARD, hills of Pressano
SOIL, sedimentary soils with layers of compact sandstone, known as Werfen
formation originated 260 million years ago
VINIFICATION, prefermentative maceration, fermentation in steel tank
AGING, fermentation in large bareles, aging in used bariques
PRODUCTION, 8.000 bottles depending on the vintage
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PLETTER
LAGREIN RISERVA - TRENTINO DOC 2018

OLIVAR
CHARDONNAY/PINOT BIANCO /PINOT GRIGIO - VIGNETI DELLE DOLOMITI 2019 -
STELVIN

BLANC
SAUVIGNON BLANC - VIGNETI DELLE DOLOMITI IGT 2019

https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/pletter/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/blanc-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/pletter/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/pletter/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/olivar-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/olivar-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/blanc-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/blanc-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/olivar-2/


BASE: red wine of own production
MAIN BOTANICALS: Artemisia absinthium, Asperula, Gentian root, Sage,
Rosemary, Rhubarb, bog pine.
VINIFICATION: maceration of all botanicals in wine, subsequent fortification
and addition of sugar
PRODUCTION: 2.000 bottles
ALCOHOL: 17 abv
RESIDUAL SUGAR: 90g/l

VERMOUTH

BASE: white wine of own production
MAIN BOTANICALS: Artemisia absinthium, Asperula, Gentian root, Sage,
Rosemary, Rhubarb, bog pine.
VINIFICATION: maceration of all botanicals in wine, subsequent fortification
and addition of sugar
PRODUCTION: 2.000 bottles
ALCOHOL: 17 abv
RESIDUAL SUGAR: 90g/l
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LYNX VERMOUTH ROSSO

LYNX VERMOUTH BIANCO

https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/lynx/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/lynx-rosso-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/lynx-rosso-2/
https://www.cesconi.it/en/vini/lynx/
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BIOLOGICAL EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
By cold pressing Frantoio and Leccino olives we extract this delicate and fruity
Extra Virgin Olive Oil, perfect for pairing with vegetables, seafood, lake fish and
white meat.

Inside our Pivier vine, located in Ceniga
(Dro), very close to Lake Garda, about 200
olive trees lay on a morainic hill.
From those olives we obtain about 1.000
bottles of our Extra Virgin Olive Oil.

The passion for our
Territory reflects also in
the oil production.



CONTACTS

Wineshop
mon - fri
9-12  14-18

Visits
mon - fri
by reservation

Via Marconi, 39
38015 Pressano (TN)
Tel. +39 0461.240355
info@cesconi.it

Azienda Agricola Cesconi

@cesconitrento

@cesconi.vini

mailto:info@cesconi.it
https://it-it.facebook.com/cesconitrento/
https://www.instagram.com/cesconi.vini/

